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About This Game

GAME ELLEN

The Game is a platform game that requires progress and strategy. Our character "Ellen" is in this dream; she must defeat the evil
monsters, get rid of the traps, and open the doors called don't opened and impassable. This world is a wise design, as if it never

ends. This adventure filled with colorful and pitfalls may be difficult for you, but when you make clever decisions, you will
realize that the chapters are not that difficult. In this sweet and exhausting adventure, you have to help our character to pass all

the challenges and wake up Ellen.

Features

-You must collect keys throughout the game.

-Your goal; find all the keys without dying and come to the exit.

-Complete the game by defeating the latest monster.
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Title: GameEllen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Uğur Kayhandemir
Publisher:
Uğur Kayhandemir
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 OS

Processor: Intel Core I3 CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Display Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any sound card

English
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I love the graphics. I love Unity engine. Game looks beautiful, but this is waste of money for now. Game needs some polish, like
Options Menu or level complexity. To many ways to go at the begining with hidden stuff without reasonable tutorial. I spend 22
minutues playing. That was few days ago. Now I'm gonna to uninstall it. Will come back later if game get more updates. For
now there is no fun for me in that game.
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Resolution settings:
The game is more stable and contains resolution and display settings.
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